Artisan Mask Laundry Recommendations:

There are a variety of different care and laundry instructions for fabric face coverings available online, with many points of view.

Here are some basics to keep in mind when laundering these 100% cotton artisan face masks:

- The CDC recommends routinely washing cloth face coverings, depending on frequency of use
- Before laundering, remove any filter material you put in the special pocket, if applicable
- Use warmest possible (or hot) water
- Use laundry detergent (or dish soap if hand washing)
- Do **NOT** use chlorine bleach as it will remove the color from the cotton fabric
- Hand washing will help the masks last longer and keep their shape
- If machine washing, put mask with long ties in a lingerie bag
- Masks can be dried in the dryer, however air drying will help them keep their shape and prolong the life of the elastic
- Iron as needed
- Do **NOT** put in the microwave! Metal wire is used in some masks for the nose area